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SurfSolo HS (High Speed)
Anonymous Web Surfing Protecting Users Privacy

SurfSolo HS, is a secure Tunneling SSH2 Service enabling you to surf the
web anonymously: This powerful encryption technology runs silently and
effortlessly in the background whenever you´re online, encrypting all
transmissions to and from your computer
SurfSolo HS is the latest 2015 software release which is up to 10 times faster than previous
SurfSolo releases. It makes the user totally anonymous and invisible in the Internet so he/she
cannot be located. SurfSolo HS creates an encrypted virtual tunnel between your computer
and one of our high bandwidth security proxy servers. This tunnel shields you from the most
sophisticated and malicious methods of online spying and snooping, ensuring you of
completely anonymous web surfing. The solution is easy to install and works transparently in
the background.
SurfSolo is like the secure VPNs (Virtual Private Networks) that corporations use, but
designed for personal or private use. SurfSolo anonymous web browsing is simple to set up
and use, and works silently in the background. The internet connection is only slowed down
minimally (depending on your internet connection and number of nodes between your
computer and our servers).
After you configure your Internet applications to send their traffic through the tunnel, your
Internet activity is protected. Every packet of data is encrypted using the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) encryption algorithm.
When your data emerges from our privacy proxy at the other end of the tunnel, it appears to
outside observers as if your traffic started at our proxy - not your home machine. So SurfSolo,
in addition to encrypting your traffic, anonymizes your online activity.
Note: The AES algorithm was selected by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
from among almost two dozen other candidates in October 2000, after years of analysis and
testing, to replace the worldwide encryption protocols that banks and other industries use to
protect their data. Its code has been analyzed by the world's cryptographers for holes and
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exploits before it was approved.
The Service License is valid for 12 months from the date of purchase, after which an annual
license renewal is required for its use. It is recommended that the renewal is made 30 days
before the validity expires.
Why Do I Need SurfSolo?
When you connect normally to the Internet, your transactions are relayed through multiple
servers before reaching their final destination. These servers have the ability to collect
information as your requests are routed through them. The most common example of a server
that can collect information about your Internet activity is your Internet Service Provider (ISP).
If your data transmissions are not encrypted, any server between you and your final
destination can "see" what you are doing.
Who is your ISP ?
No one knows more about your surfing and downloading habits that your ISP. Your Internet
Service Providers can see every site you visit, every page you view, and every file you
download. What´s worse, they know exactly who you are and often keep logs for substantial
periods of time.
How does SurfSolo Work?
You use your SurfSolo account to encrypt the Internet activity between your computer and our
servers. This prevents any server between you and us, such as your ISP, from monitoring your
activities. Our Privacy-Tunneling accounts allow you to encrypt your incoming and outgoing
email, surfing and news posts through a method known as port forwarding. This service can
be used independently of or transparently in conjunction with SQUID-Proxies.
Features of SurfSolo:
SurfSolo allows anonymous surfing by obscuring the location of your computer as well as your
Internet IP address
SurfSolo, is a secure Tunneling SSH2 Service: This powerful encryption technology runs
silently and effortlessly in the background whenever you´re online, encrypting all transmissions
to and from your computer
Powerful AES-256 encryption makes all your internet traffic your private issue
Secure & Private Email Account: Lets you send and receive messages safely, privately and
anonymously. By using the secure e-mail address your will receive, your IP-address WILL NOT
BE VISIBLE, you will just appear as 'localhost' plus the privacy server's IP
Secure & Private Newsgroup Access: Allows safe and private newsgroup posting and reading
Secure & Private Instant Messaging & Chat: Automatically protect your chat activity and
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existing IM accounts
P2P capable!
Nobody will have a clue who and where you are
No activity logs kept
Ultra high bandwidth proxies provide incredibly fast anonymous surfing
Operating System:

Windows NT/2000/2003/XP e Vista 32 bit/WIN7

Features

Antivirus Firewall

Privacy
Tunnel

Stops email viruses
Stops web-based viruses
Stops hackers from attacking your computer
Prevents online tracking
Stops hackers from intercepting your Internet
communications
Prevents your ISP from eavesdropping on
your email, instant messaging, chat etc.
Makes you invisible & untrackable while you
surf
What you get when you subscribe included with your purchase:
A secure encrypted connection to our servers
A free e-mail address (10MB mailbox size limit), sending emails from it will NOT reveal your
real IP-address, but rather the innocent 'localhost'
Anonymous surfing, all protocols (including SSL-sites 'https')
Anonymous Instant Messaging
Anonymous Newsgroups
Anonymous P2P-sharing
* Monthly traffic limit - 20GB
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Pricing
SurfSolo HS US$ 125/yr
Payment via Paypal or Credit Card
Optional: Extended Download Service US$ 10.50 (We store a backup of your download for one year
after purchase date in the event your serial number is lost. We locate and provide it back to you)
Note: Pricing may vary at time of purchase due to foreign exchange fluctuations. Sales and Excise taxes ,
where applicable, are extra. 10% Volume Discounts are available for >5 Licenses.
The Service is valid for 12 months from the purchase, after that period should be extended a new
license to use, it is recommended that the renewal is made 30 days before the validity.

OTHER DATA PROTECTION OPTIONS FROM FSN


SurfSolo tandem pack = $155
Experience full anonymity, flexibility and redundancy by getting two SurfSolo packages
with anonymous IP addresses of two different countries. (SurfSolo HS + SurfSolo
traditional)



Data and Surf Protection = $145
Surf anonymous on the internet and encrypt the data on your computer. Bundle of
SurfSolo HS and DriveCrypt



Total Protection Pack= $150
Secure your computer Data with full disk encryption, your portable data with DriveCrypt,
and surf the internet anonymously with SurfSolo HS.



USB Smart Token -iKey 1000 = US$ 76 /License

Secured Storage with 1024 bit encryption
The Rainbow iKey 1000 USB-based two-factor authentication token provides a
very cost-effective and easy-to-use control for multiple applications and network
services including its on-board MD5 hashing., The iKey 1000 series can also be
used in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) environments. The iKey 1000 token consists of a
Microprocessor with a USB controller and memory all within a device small enough to store on
your key chain. USB 1.1 / 2.0 compliant.
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The storage within the iKey 1000 token is organized into directories and files. Access to files
can be controlled through the use of the PIN-based access control security functions. The iKey
1000 security system provides for two levels; the end-user and the Enterprise Security Officer.
An end-user can be authorized to perform sensitive functions in the iKey 1000 via PIN or pass
phrase authentication. A Security Officer (SO) may also be authenticated to the token with a
separate PIN or pass phrase to perform sensitive operations, such as initializing an End-user’s
PIN.
To request a confirmed quotation………….

FALKEN Secure Networks Inc
647-930-7373 (CANADA)
sales@falkensecurenetworks.com
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